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EXAM PAPER 2023
LEVEL : PRIMARY 6
SCHOOL : NANYANG PRIMARY SCHOOL
SUBJECT : ENGLISH
TERM : PRELIMINARY EXAMINATIONS

BOOKLET A

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10

1 3 3 1 2 1 2 2 3 3

Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20

2 1 4 3 4 3 1 4 4 2

Q21 Q22 Q23 Q24 Q25 Q26 Q27 Q28

4 3 4 2 1 3 4 2

BOOKLET (B)

Q29 F Q30 Q Q31 K Q32 L Q33 C

Q34 N Q35 P Q36 J Q37 E Q38 M

Q39 ageing/ aging Q45 behind

Q40 relies Q46 encounter

Q41 Although /
While/ Though

Q47 opportunities

Q42 invisible Q48 alleviate

Q43 appreciated Q49 for

Q44 are Q50 recognising/
recognizing

Q51 such Q56 According Q61 another

Q52 bring, usher Q57 belonged Q62 after/ upon

Q53 During, throughout Q58 Identify, determine, discover Q63 by

Q54 Association,
connection(s)

Q59 destruction (s), ravaging,
disaster, attack (s), incursion
(s), rampage

Q64 succeeded

Q55 away, off, out Q60 whose Q65 Instruments,
accompaniment(s)



Q66 Having eaten a heavy meal for lunch, Joshua was too full to eat dessert.

Q67 Muffins were being sold at the charity fair by Raju.
OR
Muffins were being sold by Raju at the charity fair.

Q68 Tim followed the mysterious black cat into the alley due to his curiosity.

Q69 No sooner had Jason seen Nurin on the swing than he heard loud squeals of
laughter.
OR
No sooner did Jason see Nurin on a swing than he heard loud squeals of
laughter.

Q70 Emily received the book prize award with great pleasure.
OR
It was with great pleasure that Emily received the book prize award.

Q71 He rode on his grandfather’s shoulders.

Q72 waved us off

Q73 a) False. He did it so that he could see in the dark to take out the fish bait
(from the container) and slid them on / along fishhooks.

b) False. He walked from stern to bow and back.

Q74 He wanted to distract himself as he felt queasy.

Q75
Word(s) from the

passage
What the word(s) refer(s) to

a) her (line 3) Scamper

b) takers (line 23) fish biting/ caught/ feeding on the bait (of the writer’s
fishing line)

c) it (line 37) (the writer) throwing up/ vomiting

Q76 The writer’s father told / advised him that waiting was part and parcel of fishing
and closed his hand over his.

Q77 He planned the fish down with ease and caught several fish in quick succession.



Q78
The writer’s
feeling

A three-word
phrase that
shows the
writer’s feeling

What happened
that caused the
writer’s feeling

Why the writer
felt that way

excitement a)my heart leapt The fishing line
made a series of
sharp, irregular
jumps

He was about to
get his (first)
potential catch.

disappointment c)a sinking
sensation

d) The fishing line
grew slack.

He lost his (first)
catch.

Q79 3 The writer learnt how to fish with a fishing rod.
1 The writer drew the fishing line up, thinking that he had caught a fish.
2 The writer witnessed for the first time his father catching a fish.

Q80 No, he did not. The writer enjoyed / cherished his fishing experience as he
described the memories of him (catching fish) with his father as precious and
would remain with him forever.


